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INDONESIAN RULE 0.0
INDONESIAN NATIONAL RULES SUPPLEMENT TO THE OFFICIAL RULES

The Indonesian National Rules Supplement to the Official Rules of the 2019 Philip C. Jessup International Law Moot Court Competition ("Indonesian National Rules Supplement") has been promulgated by the Indonesian National Administrator ("Administrator") with the approval of the Executive Director of the International Law Students Association ("Executive Director").

The present Indonesian National Rules Supplement is intended to facilitate the conduct of the 2019 Indonesian National Rounds of Phillip C. Jessup International Law Moot Court Competition ("2019 Indonesian National Rounds"). Except as amended by this Indonesian National Rules Supplement, and its further amendment, if any, the Official Rules for the 2019 Philip C. Jessup International Law Moot Court Competition ("Official Rules") remains in full force.

The Indonesian National Rules Supplement shall not preclude the Administrator from adopting any additional measure before, during, and after the 2019 Indonesian National Rounds, pursuant to Section 1.6 of the Official Rules.¹ For the purpose of 2019 Indonesian National Rounds, the Administrator hereby adopts the following Indonesian National Rules Supplement:

---

¹ The Executive Director may promulgate any other measures for the orderly conduct of the Competition or to correct deficiencies in the Competition. After the Executive Office has approved a Rules Supplement pursuant to Official Rule 1.5, Administrators may, in consultation with and upon prior approval of the Executive Director, promulgate additional rules, modifications, or other measures for the orderly conduct of the Qualifying competition. Any such proposed additional rules, modifications, or other measures shall not violate the spirit of these Rules or the best interests of the Competition. Any proposed additional rules, modifications or other measures shall be submitted to the Executive Office as soon as practicable for approval in accordance with Official Rule 1.5, and once approved, codified by the Administrator in the Rules Supplement and posted to the Jessup website.
INDONESIAN RULE 1.0
ORGANIZATION OF COMPETITION

1.1 ADMINISTRATOR

The Indonesian National Rounds is administered by the Administrator, as appointed by the Indonesian Society of International law (“ISIL”) and approved by the International Law Students Association (“ILSA”):

Ms. Tiffany Revilia Jonan
Sekretariat Fakultas Hukum Universitas Pelita Harapan
Gedung D, Lantai 4
Jl. M.H. Thamrin Boulevard
Tangerang, 15811 Banten

E-mail: jessup.indonesia.na@gmail.com
Contact: +62 812 6291 1911

1.2 STRUCTURE OF THE COMPETITION

1.2.1. The Executive Director has the right to determine the number of Teams participating in the 2019 International Rounds of Philip C. Jessup Moot Court Competition in Washington DC (“International Rounds”).

1.2.2. The Indonesian National Representatives to the International Rounds shall be the **Champion** and **Runner Up** of the 2019 Indonesian National Rounds, subject to the Executive Director’s discretion before, during, and after the Indonesian National Rounds. If a third representative is invited, it shall be the team that finishes as **Second Runner Up**.

1.2.3. The Indonesian Exhibition Team to the International Rounds shall be Team with the highest score (after the Champion and Runner Up) that has not participated in the International Rounds for the past 4 years. If a third team is invited to compete at
the International Rounds, the Exhibition Team invitation shall be extended to the next highest-ranking Team that otherwise meets the description of this Rule.

INDONESIAN RULE 2.0
ELIGIBILITY, SELECTION AND OUTSIDE PARTICIPATION

2.1 OUTSIDE ASSISTANCE TO TEAMS

Every team in this competition that have engaged in a simulation, practice, or discussion with an individual for the purpose of obtaining feedback, advice, or commentary toward the team’s written memorial, is obliged to register the said individual under the name of its Team Advisor.

2.2 PRACTICE ROUNDS

2.2.1. Every team in this competition is **not allowed** to conduct simulations, practice, or discussion, with any individuals who have confirmed their participation to serve as *Judge* in the Competition. Violation of this rule will result in the forfeit of all of the Round Points in all Preliminary Rounds that the Team competes in.

2.2.2. Every team in this competition is **not allowed** to conduct simulations, practice, or discussion, with any individuals serving as *Steering Committee* and/or *Committee* in the Competition. Violation of this rule will result in the forfeit of all of the Round Points in all Preliminary Rounds that the Team competes in.

2.3 ANONYMITY OF TEAMS

Posting pictures of a Jessup Team or Team Member(s) on social media or a publicly available website does not constitute a violation of this Rule as long as the Team Number is not stated.
INDONESIAN RULE 3.0
MEMORIALS

3.1 MEMORIAL FORMATTING

3.1.1 PARAGRAPH SPACING: The spacing between paragraphs of the Memorial must be double-spaced (2.0).

3.1.2 BINDING AND COVERS: Hard copies of the memorials must be printed on both sides of the paper (A4-sized), with a red cover colour for Applicant and a blue cover colour for Respondent, and bonded with black isolation tape.

3.2 SUBMISSION OF MEMORIALS

3.2.1. SOFT COPY: Each team shall submit one (1) electronic copy of the Applicant memorial, one (1) electronic copy of the Respondent memorial to the National Administrator via e-mail to jessupisil.participants@gmail.com no later than 04 January 2019, 11:59 PM (Western Indonesian Time/WIB). Both Applicant and Respondent memorials attached as separate files titled “###A” and “###R”, respectively, where “###” is the team’s official number assigned in accordance with Section 3.5 of the Official Rules.

3.2.2. HARD COPY: Each team shall submit fourteen (14) hard copies of the Applicant memorial and fourteen (14) hard copies of the Respondent memorial to the National Administrator at the address set out in Section 1.1 of the Indonesian Rules. All of the hard copy memorials shall be submitted via post and postmarked no later than 04 January 2019, 11:59 PM (Western Indonesian Time/WIB). Proof of post should be submitted via e-mail to jessupisil.participants@gmail.com

3.2.3. Once memorials have been submitted to ILSA Executive Director, whether or not the memorial deadline has expired, resubmitted memorials will be subject to a maximum of five (5) points penalty. This penalty will also apply to memorials that are resubmitted after the memorial deadline has expired.
Note – *Any* hard copy memorials that are submitted after the due date (04 January 2019) will be subject to this penalty.

3.2.5. Equipment failure or problems will not be considered a justifiable excuse for improper formatting or late submission of memorials.

### 3.3 MEMORIAL PENALTIES

3.3.1. Teams will be notified of the penalties imposed by the National Administrator in accordance with *Section 11.1(e) of the Official Rules* and *Section 4.2 of the Indonesian Rules* on **Monday, 28 January 2019 via e-mail from jessup.indonesia.na@gmail.com**.

3.3.2. A Team may appeal any penalty imposed against its Memorials by the National Administrator pursuant to *Section 4.3.1 of the Indonesian Rules* to the Executive Director by filling out the appeals form on the Team Homepage on the ILSA website pursuant to *Section 11.1(d) of the Official Rules*. This form must be submitted via e-mail to the contact below no later than **Thursday, 31st January 2019, 11:59 PM (Western Indonesian Time/WIB)** and *cc-ed* to e-mail of the National Administrator in Indonesian Rule 1.1.

Ms. Lesley Benn  
Executive Director of ILSA  
E-mail: LBenn@ILSA.org

---

2 Official Rule 11.1(e) sets out a list of violations subject to penalty for memorials scoring.

3 Official Rule 11.1(d) – The Administrator shall notify all affected Teams of imposed Penalties prior to the first Preliminary Round, and shall include with such notification a reasonable deadline for any appeals from the decision to impose Penalties. A Team may appeal any Penalty imposed against its Memorials by completing the appeals form located on the Team Homepage. The Executive Director shall decide upon the validity of any appeal from the imposition of a Penalty by the Administrator. No further appeal is available from this decision of the Executive Director.
3.4 MEMORIALS SUBMITTED IN A LANGUAGE OTHER THAN ENGLISH

Unless approved by the Executive Director and the National Administrator in written consent, Memorials in languages other than English will not be accepted.

3.5 RIGHT OF THE MEMORIAL PUBLICATION

All teams that submit memorials to the Committee gives ISIL the right to use and to publish the memorial for relevant purposes upon the completion of the international rounds.

INDONESIAN RULE 4.0
ORAL ROUND PROCEDURES

4.1 PRELIMINARY ROUNDS

4.1.1 Each team shall compete four (4) times in the Preliminary Rounds, twice as Applicant and twice as Respondent.

4.2.2 The pairings for the Preliminary Rounds shall be done by random draw by the Executive Director pursuant to Section 8.2 of the Official Rules.⁴

4.2.3 Teams shall be sent the softcopy version of their opposing memorials one week prior to the Preliminary Rounds (Saturday, 27 January 2018) via e-mail from jessupisil.participants@gmail.com.

4.2 QUARTERFINALS ROUNDS

4.2.1 The Quarterfinal Rounds shall be held among the eight (8) highest ranking teams from the Preliminary Rounds in order to determine which Teams shall advance to the Semi-final Rounds.

⁴ Official Rule 8.2 – The pairing of Teams for Preliminary Rounds shall be done, in the first instance, by a random draw. Pairings and Memorials of opposing Teams will be distributed to Teams on or prior to the first day of the Qualifying competition. The Administrator may modify the pairings to account for absent Teams or other contingencies. If Teams must be newly paired, they must be provided their new opponents’ Memorials as soon as reasonably possible, but at the very least 15 minutes prior to the start of the newly-paired round.
4.2.2 The pairings for the Quarterfinal Rounds will be determined by “power-seeding” in accordance with Section 8.3 of the Official Rules. The higher-ranked team of each pairing reserves the right to choose which side (Applicant or Respondent) they will argue in that round.

4.3 SEMIFINALS ROUNDS

5.3.1 The Semi-final Rounds shall be held among the four (4) winning teams from the Quarterfinal Rounds in order to determine which Teams shall advance to the Championship Round.

5.3.2 The pairings for the Quarterfinal Rounds will be determined by “power-seeding” in accordance with Section 8.4(b) of the Official Rules.

4.4 SPECTATORS

Every Team shall register all spectators whom they allow to attend their Oral Rounds by submitting the names (as printed in their photo ID) to the Committee at the latest during the Technical Meeting. The registration shall (1) grant the spectator(s) entrance to the courtroom in which the Team is competing and (2) prove Direct Affiliation between the Team and the spectator(s). The Team shall exclusively bear the responsibility for every action of its registered spectator(s), including, but not limited to, if a registered spectator attends a wrong round and commits an act of Scouting.

---

5 Official Rule 8.3 – If 16 or more Teams are participating in a Qualifying competition, the Administrator may hold Quarterfinal Rounds consisting of four matches among the eight highest-ranking Teams from the Preliminary Rounds. In such Quarterfinal Rounds, the pairings shall be determined by “power-seeding” as follows: the eighth-ranked Team versus the first-ranked Team, the seventh-ranked Team versus the second-ranked Team, the sixth-ranked Team versus the third-ranked Team, and the fifth-ranked Team versus the fourth-ranked Team.

6 Official Rule 8.4(b) – In other Qualifying Rounds of eight or more Teams, the Administrator may hold Semifinal Rounds among the four highest-ranking Teams from the Preliminary Rounds. In such Semifinal Rounds, the pairings shall be determined by “power-seeding” as follows: the fourth-ranked Team versus the first-ranked Team; and the second-ranked Team versus the third-ranked Team.
Note – the Committee strongly suggests the Team to be selective when they register their spectators. Non-registered spectators shall be denied entrance to a courtroom in the case the Committee conducts ID check on the courtroom.

4.5 SCOUTING

4.2.1. There are two types of scouting, both of which are prohibited: “Direct Scouting” and “Indirect Scouting”.

4.2.2. “Direct Scouting” occurs when a Team or anyone directly affiliated to the Team attends an Oral Round involving any Team against which the Team is scheduled to compete in a future Oral Round.

4.2.3. “Indirect Scouting” occurs when: (1) a Team or anyone directly affiliated to the Team attends an Oral Round involving none of the Teams it is scheduled to compete, in a future Oral Round; or (2) anyone directly affiliated to the Team, apart from those who are competing and their registered Coach(es)/Advisor(s), takes notes in any form and/or uses any kind of electronic devices for audio recording, picture taking, and/or video recording during the entire or parts of the oral pleadings without obtaining prior permission as set forth in Section 7.15 of the Official Rules.⁷

4.2.4. If a university sends both Competitor and Observer, the Observer shall automatically have Direct Affiliation to the Competitor and thus is subject to Article 4.2.1 above. Otherwise, Observers shall have unlimited access to all proceedings for the purpose of learning.

4.2.5. Each Team that proceeds to the Advanced Rounds must expect to be scheduled against any other Team. Thus, the Team and anyone directly affiliated to the Team shall not attempt to attend any Oral Round their respective Team is not competing in.

⁷ Official Rule 7.15 – No audiotaping or videotaping of oral pleadings is permitted without the advance permission of the entire panel of judges, the two participating Teams, and either the Administrator or the Executive Director. In no circumstances may participating Teams view or listen to any video or audiotape of an Oral Round until after the completion of the Competition in which the taped Oral Round took place. ILSA reserves all rights to the audiotaping and videotaping, or any other form of audio or visual reproduction, of any Oral Round or part thereof. All Teams participating in the World Championship Jessup Cup Round will be deemed to have consented to the taping and broadcasting of that Oral Round.
4.2.6. Each Team that does not proceed to the Advanced Round(s) or anyone directly affiliated to such Team may attend any Oral Round provided that none of the competing Teams raises objection to the Committee.

4.2.7. Direct Scouting during the Preliminary Rounds amounts to a forfeit of all nine (9) Oral Round Points in the future Preliminary Round (or Rounds) in which it competes against the Team (or Teams) which it scouted. Forfeiting all nine (9) Oral Round Points will automatically grant the winning point of that Round to the scouted team.

4.2.8. Indirect Scouting during the Preliminary Rounds amounts to a forfeit of one number of wins.

   Note – for example, if the Team won four Preliminary Rounds, its total number of wins shall be reduced to three, without other adjustment to its Total Raw Points or Total Round Points. This adjustment shall occur prior to the determination of final Preliminary Round rankings described in Section 10.8 of the Official Rules.⁸

4.2.9. Scouting in the Advanced Rounds amounts to an automatic forfeit from the said Advanced Rounds. In the event that Scouting is discovered only after the subsequent round(s) has been held, such forfeit(s) shall have no retroactive effect on the seeding of such subsequent rounds, but will still disqualify the Team from the Competition.

4.2.10. This Rule cannot be: (1) invoked by any Team that is not directly affected by the Scouting; (2) maliciously used to harm any Team in the Competition; and (3) applied in the Final Round.

---

⁸ Official Rule 10.8 sets out the considerations for determining Preliminary Round Rankings.
4.6 JUDGES

5.6.1. Judges of the oral rounds will be selected in accordance with the spirit of Section 5.0 of the Official Rules. Judges of the oral rounds are required to disclose any affiliation with a school, coach, or Team member, including but not limited to being an alumnus of the Team’s university.

5.6.2. The National Administrator shall use best endeavours to avoid placing a judge into an oral round in which he or she has an affiliation. In the event that this is not possible, the National Administrator shall ensure that: (1) no more than 1 affiliated judge is placed in an oral round and (2) that said affiliated judge does not act as the President in that oral round.

INDONESIAN RULE 5.0

AWARDS

For the purpose of 2019 Indonesian National Rules, the Awards that is available to be achieved by the competing Teams are:

a) Champion team
b) Runner-Up team
c) Second Runner-Up team
d) Best Combined Memorials
e) Second Best Combined Memorials
f) Third Best Combined Memorials
g) Best Applicant Memorial
h) Second Best Applicant Memorial
i) Best Respondent Memorial
j) Second Best Respondent Memorial
k) Best Oralist
l) Second Best Oralist
m) Third Best Oralist

9 Official Rule 5.0 sets out the procedure for the selection of judges and their eligibility.
n) Spirit of Jessup Award

INDONESIAN RULE 6.0
COPYRIGHT ON DOCUMENTATION

Any form of documentations made by the Committee, including but not limited to photographs and video-graphs, during the 2019 Indonesian National Rounds shall be automatically copyrighted to ISIL.